Digital Collections Discussion Group
Digital Scholarship Section
Co-Convener Meeting, November 30, 2018, 2:30PM Pacific
In attendance: Michelle Urberg, Suzanna Conrad

Minutes

● Midwinter Planning:
  ○ Potential speakers:
    ■ Suzanna asked for leads from Head of SCUA at her institution. Also
      mentioned some leads from previous DCIG activities.
    ■ Michelle is aware of some interesting collections from institutions in
      Seattle and can follow up with them as well.
  ○ Status on A/V requests: No update; Chelcie had followed up with Elois in the last
    two weeks.

● Discuss seeds for December
  ○ Send out this seed: Do you have examples of successfully making collections
    available to researchers working on digital scholarship?
    ○ Suzanna will send seed Monday 12/3.

● Digital Preservation IG Inquiry / Follow-up
  ○ Discussed upcoming conference call (12/4) with the Digital Preservation IG and
    the Digital Humanities Discussion Group. Some topics to be discussed include
    programming in regards to:
      ■ Preservation issues around DH projects
      ■ A joint program for Special Collections projects involving digital
        preservation
      ■ Spring webinar series or program for Annual related to Special
        Collections & digital preservation

● Discussed terms for 2019-20. Michelle is staying on; Suzanna’s term is ending.
● Next meeting scheduled for 12/18 @ 2:30pm Pacific